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A B S T R A C T

A relative humidity (RH) sensor is proposed and demonstrated using a micro-knot resonator (MKR) enhanced
with a layer graphene oxide (GO) coating. The MKR is fabricated by means of tapering a standard fiber, with the
GO coating added by the drop-cast method. The proposed sensor is tested for an RH range of between 0% and
80% at 20% intervals, and the configurations with and without the GO coating achieve sensitivities of
0.0104 nm/% and 0.0095 nm/%, respectively. The MKR configuration without the GO coating has a linear
response correlation coefficient of 0.9098 and a resolution of 0.1%, while the configuration with the GO coating
has a linear response correlation coefficient of 0.9548 and a resolution of 0.096% which is better. The proposed
sensor has multiple applications, especially in the area of climate and atmospheric measurement and monitoring.

Introduction

Since its successful isolation from graphite in 2004 by mechanical
exfoliation [1], graphene has become key material in realizing a mul-
titude of new and novel photonics applications. These new abilities
stem from the unique optical and electrical characteristics of graphene,
such as the ability to exhibit the quantum Hall effect at room tem-
perature [2–4], an ambipolar field effect and new optical properties
[5–8]. While graphene and its derivatives such as graphene oxide (GO)
initially made in-roads in the field of communications, there has also
been substantial interest in sensing applications [9,10]. The extremely
large surface area made possible by its 2-D structure is advantageous
towards making these materials highly sensitive to changes in the
surrounding environment. Furthermore, these materials can be easily
produced on a large scale at low cost, making them even more ad-
vantageous for use in the sensing industry [11–18]. GO in particular
possess certain advantages over conventional graphene for sensing
applications, as it retains its high sensitivity but is easier and less costly
to fabricate. This is primarily due to the inclusion of oxygen functional
groups such as carboxyl, hydroxyl and epoxy groups into the hexagonal

crystalline structure of graphene, making it robust and easier to manage
[19]. This was exemplified by the work of Dikin et. al. who created GO
paper with remarkable mechanical properties using stacks of single GO
sheets [20]. Furthermore, graphene oxide can easily be reduced in so-
lution and as a thin film, which does not require an expensive equip-
ment [21]. GO also exhibits a strongly anisotropic complex dielectric
function, which is beneficial to photonics waveguide based polariser
and sensor applications [22–26].

The application of graphene and GO as a sensor in optical systems
has been well demonstrated [27,28]. Gaston et. al. [29] proposed and
successfully demonstrated a humidity sensor using a side-polished fiber
(SPF) with a polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA) overlay. Yao et al. [30] on the
other hand reported a GO silicon with a bi-layer adaptable structure as
a stress-based humidity sensor which exhibited minimal hysteresis,
with a quick response and recovery time. However, both these ap-
proaches had certain limitations; the GO silicon bi-layer adaptable
structure based sensor required a working voltage of 5 V, complicating
the operation and overall effectiveness of the sensor, while the SPF
based sensor can be difficult to fabricate, requiring significant time and
care, as well as having a limited exposure interaction length [31].
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An interesting alternative to this would be the micro-knot resonator
(MKR), which can be a prime candidate in the development of a cost-
effective, easy to fabricate and simple to use optical sensors for climate
and environmental monitoring. The MKR is essentially a tapered fiber
with a waist region of several hundred nanometers to several micro-
meters in diameter that is formed as a loop [32]. This configuration
allows the evanescent field of a propagating signal to interact with the
surroundings of the MKR. The MKR possesses a number of key ad-
vantages over similar narrow-waist fibers, in particular its excellent
diameter uniformity and sidewall smoothness [8]. YuWu et al. have
fabricated fiber-optic interferometric humidity sensors based on silica/
polymer MKR. The silica microfibers used in this work were fabricated
by flame-heated taper-drawing of a single-mode fiber. The authors have
reported a large humidity sensitivity and ∼88 pm/10% RH for the si-
lica and polymer MKR, at the range from 20%-RH to 96%-RH, and 17%-
RH to 98%-RH respectively [33]. Jong Cheol Shin et al. have fabricated
the MKR with tie and loop diameters of 2 and 70 µm respectively with a
polyvinyl alcohol overlay, which is highly sensitive to the concentration
of RH. They have reported that the RH sensitivity of the proposed MKR-
based RH sensor strongly depends on the mode order (m), which were
measured to be −0.22, −0.44, −0.65, −0.87 μm−1 · %−1, respec-
tively, where the multiple interference fringes depending on the mode
orders are superimposed in the transmission spectrum [34]. In re-
ference [35], the authors have improved the few modes 4 µm MKR
sensitivity by coating the device with a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) which
can absorb the humidity efficiently. The improvement could be ob-
tained via optimizing the diameter of the device.

By combining the MKR with a sensitive 2-D material coating, the
sensitivity and responsivity of the MKR based sensor can be increased
substantially. In this work, an MKR sensor utilizing a GO coating for the
measurement of relative humidity (RH) is proposed and demonstrated.
Humidity sensing is an integral part of many activities, including the
monitoring of structures and manufacturing processes [36]. While hu-
midity sensing and measurement can be made through conventional
electronic sensors, certain limitations, including high fabrication and
operation cost as well as maintenance requirements and an inability to
be deployed in corrosive and explosive environments which restricts its
use [37]. In this regard, optical based sensors such as the MKR can be
used to overcome these limitations, and therefore offer significant po-
tential for the development of large-scale sensor grids for environ-
mental and climate monitoring.

Experimental setup

The MKR used in this work is fabricated from a tapered fiber, which
is obtained using the flame-heating technique on a single-mode fiber
(SMF). The schematic of the flame-brush assembly is shown in Fig. 1(a),
while Fig. 1(b) provides the image of the actual setup. The SMF is
commercially available, with the center region stripped of its protective
polymer coating and cleaned thoroughly with propanol. The SMF is
then secured by fiber holders onto two translation stages on a motor-
ized rail, with both translation stages allowed to move along the rail
opposite to each other. The center region of the SMF is placed such that
it lies directly above the mouth of the torch. As the SMF is heated by the
flame, it becomes soft and stretchable. At this juncture, the SMF is
slowly stretched by the two translation stages as they move in opposing
directions, creating a narrow waist region. The stretching process is
monitored by measuring the loss of power of an amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) signal travelling through the SMF. The ASE source is
assembled from a 980 nm laser diode and a 12m long erbium doped
fiber with an absorption rate of 5.0 dB/m at 1531 nm. The ASE source is
then connected to one end of the SMF, with other end connected to a
Thorlabs PM100USB optical power meter (OPM).

Flame brushing technique is easy to setup, provide high accuracy
and does not require an expensive equipment or tedious setting. It is
found that the shape of the taper should follow the adiabaticity criteria

and has a longer transition length to achieve low loss characteristic. As
the flame brush heats and softens the SMF, the translation stages make
micro-transitions of 0.25mm in opposing directions, gently stretching
the fiber before returning to the start position. This is done for 20
iterations, after which the process repeats, only this time with the stages
stretching further to 50mm for 40 iterations. The process repeats for a
final time, with the stages moving 1.0mm in each direction for 40
iterations. Fig. 2 shows the Graph of number of iterations versus SMF
stretching, while Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the SMF before and after
the stretching process.

It is important to note that in the fabrication of the fiber, the core
diameter remains unchanged, and only the cladding stretches until it
becomes so thin that the core is essentially exposed at the tapered waist
region. The cladding diameter at the untapered regions remains un-
changed, while the cladding in the transition region forming a slope.
The region near the tapered waist and nearest the untapered region are
seen to have diameters of 8.0 and 125.0 µm respectively, as shown in
the figure. The tapered SMF structure allows the evanescent field that
emits from the signal propagating through the core to interact with the
surrounding environment, as the cladding region is now too narrow to
confine the evanescent field. The evanescent field can now interact with

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the taper fabrication setup. (b) Actual taper fabrication
assembly. The ASE light source is boxed at the bottom left of the image (1), with
one translation stage (2) and the torch (3) indicated in the center top region of
the image. Note that one stage has been temporarily removed to allow the setup
of the system to be seen clearly, and this stage, as well as the OPM are not
shown in the image.

Fig. 2. Graph of number of iterations versus SMF stretching.
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its surrounding, and any change in the propagating signal can be re-
lated to the changing parameter in the environment. The MKR itself is
created by simply looping the fabricated tapered fiber so that it forms a
ring at the tapered region. It must be noted that although the tapered
fiber is still structurally strong, significant care needs to be taken to
ensure that the tapered fiber does not break. In this work, a ring with a
diameter of 3.02 µm is obtained. The microscopic image capture of the
MKR is given in Fig. 4. The untapered part of the MKR assembly is
spliced to pigtails and can then be connected to conventional fiber
components and devices.

The radius of tapered fiber can be approximated by the equation:

∫= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

r x r dx
L

( ) exp 1
20 (1)

where r0 is the radius of the fiber core before tapering and L is the hot
zone length with a distance of x , where x can be calculated from Eq.
(2):

= + ∝L x L x( ) 0 (2)

where the ∝ is constant which varies between −1 and 1, and L0 being
the length of the fiber before tapering. The radius of the tapered can be
obtained as in reference [38] as follows:
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The GO nanoparticles used in this work are obtained commercially
in the form of an aqueous solution. The Raman spectrum of the GO
nanoparticles is given in Fig. 5.

Three Raman peaks are obtained at 1353 cm−1, 1605 cm−1 and
2715 cm−1, corresponding to the D, G and 2D peaks. These peaks verify

that the sample consists of GO nanoparticles, with little to no impurities
present. The ratio of IG to I2D, at approximately 1:4 indicates that the
GO nanoparticles are stacked up in multiple layers [39,40].

The setup of the MKR as a humidity sensor is given in Fig. 6.
Once formed, the MKR is left in place and the translation stages

locked to prevent accidental movements that might damage the MKR.
The ASE source is now replaced with a Yokogawa AQ2200-136 tunable
light source, and the OPM is substituted with an Anritsu model
MS9740A optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). A simple, homemade con-
tainment chamber is assembled around the MKR, and water vapor is
introduced into the chamber by injecting nitrogen gas into a container
containing water, which is then channelled into the chamber. The RH
range is measured from an approximate value of 20% to 80% at 20%
intervals using a hygrometer, which also acts as the reference source.

Results and discussion

The MKR fabricated in this work is tested as a humidity sensor with
and without the GO coating. This is done to ascertain the performance
of the MKR under both configurations, as well as to gauge the im-
provement in performance as a result of the GO layer. In order to ensure
that as little as possible changes or modifications are made to the ex-
periment setup, which could in turn affect the measurements obtained,
the MKR is first tested without the GO coating. Subsequently, the GO
coating is added by simply drop-casting the GO solution on the MKR,
and the entire experiment repeated. This ensures that the two config-
urations are as similar as possible, and thus provide a more accurate
comparison.

Fig. 3. Schematic of SMF before and after stretching by the taper fabrication assembly.

Fig. 4. Microscope image of the MKR, with a diameter of 3.02 µm.

Fig. 5. Raman spectrum of the GO layer.
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Fig. 7 shows the response of the MKR in both configurations against
an increasing RH, from 20% to 80% at step-jumps of 20% each time. It
can be seen from the figure that the extinction ratio of the transmission
spectrum for the MKR with the GO coating increases from around −41
to −27 dBm as the RH value increases as compared to an increase of
only 10 dB for the MKR with no coating. This is attributed to the GO
layer exhibiting high levels of hygroscopity [41], thus as the RH in-
creases more and more water molecules are absorbed by the GO matrix.
This in turn causes the refractive index of the GO layer to increase, such
that it can better confine the evanescent field of the test signal propa-
gating through the core of the MKR. In the case of the MKR with no

coating, the change in the refractive index of the air as a result of the
rising RH is still detectable, but as this change is less distinct only a
small shift is observed in the extinction ratio. This clearly indicates that
the addition of the GO coating increases the MKR sensitivity sig-
nificantly, and therefore enhancing its performance substantially. The
transmission spectrum obtained when using the MKR with no coating
has a Q-factor of approximately 6307 and a free spectral range (FSR) of
about 0.24 nm, while the GO coated MKR has a transmission spectrum
Q-factor and FSR approximately 10,365 and 0.156 nm respectively.

Figs. 8 and 9 provide the response of the resonance wavelength

Fig. 6. Experimental setup of the RH sensor.

Fig. 7. Transmission spectrum of MKR (a) without GO coating and (b) with GO coating.

Fig. 8. Resonance wavelength shift against rising RH for the MKR without the
GO coating. Fig. 9. Resonance wavelength shift against rising RH for the MKR with the GO

coating.
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towards the changing RH levels for the uncoated and GO coated MKR
configurations respectively. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the un-
coated MKR has a regression coefficient of determination (R2) of
0.9098, with a computed sensitivity of 0.0095 nm/%RH. On the other
hand, the GO coated MKR has an R2 value of 0.9548 and a sensitivity of
0.0104 nm/%RH, as shown in Fig. 9 the MKR sensor with the GO
coating in this work demonstrates the ability to obtain measurements
along a smaller range, which has comparable sensitivity value with
others previously observed [42–46]. In this manner, the measurement
ranges demonstrated by Zheng et al. and Alvarez et al. [47] for similar
works are 51–78% RH and 0–15% RH, respectively.

According to the definition of humidity sensitivity of the sensor, the
resolution can be calculated using following equation as [48]

=R
R
SensitivitySensor

Wavelength

(4)

where, the Rsensor is the resolution of the MKR sensor, the Rwavelength is
the wavelengths resolution due to the RH variations. As it can be seen
from Figs. 8 and 9, the wavelength shift of 0.1 nm observed for the
100% RH changes. Therefore, the wavelength resolution (Rwavelength) is
0.001 nm. Using the Eq. (4), the sensor resolutions (Rsensor) for the MKR
without and with the GO coating are 0.1% and 0.096% respectively,
where the MKR coated with GO shows a higher sensitivity and therefore
a better resolution.

Fig. 10 shows the response of the optical power towards the change
in RH value.

It can be seen from the figure that for the MKR without a GO
coating, there is only a gradual change, with the power barely dropping
from just above −30.5 dBm at a RH value of 0% to slightly less than
−30.5 dBm as the RH value approaches 90%. On the other hand, the
MKR coated with the GO nanoparticles experiences a drastic reduction
in the power of the propagating signal, with the power dropping rapidly
from approximately −30.7 dBm at an RH value of 0% to around
−31.3 dBm at an RH value of 60%. After this, the signal power reduces
at a slower rate as the RH increases, with the power dropping only
slightly to −31.4 dBm as the RH value approaches 90%. This behavior
is attributed to the GO particles becoming saturated with water mole-
cules, and thus not able to host more molecules even as the RH in-
creases. Table 1 summarizes the performance characteristic of the

proposed MKR humidity sensor for both configurations.
Overall, it can be seen that the use of the GO layer on the MKR

significantly increases its performance as a sensor, in particular with an
increase in sensitivity and better linearity. The GO coated MKR sensor
has many potential sensing applications, most notably in climate and
atmospheric parameter measurement.

Conclusion

In this work, an MKR based optical sensor is used as a RH sensor and
its performance compared in two different cases, namely with and
without a GO coating. The MKR is fabricated using a tapered fiber
which is then looped into a knot. The MKR is first tested without the GO
coating, and subsequently, the GO coating is added by the drop-casting
liquid technique. The MKR is capable of detecting changes in the RH
levels and has a regression coefficient of determination and sensitivity
of 0.9098 and 0.0095 nm/%RH respectively for the uncoated MKR as
well as a regression coefficient of determination and sensitivity of
0.9548 and 0.0104 nm/%RH respectively for the coated case. The
proposed MKR sensor would have many potential sensing applications,
particularly in measuring climate and atmospheric related parameters.
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